Uniform chitosan microspheres for potential application to colon-specific drug delivery.
Uniform chitosan microspheres have been fabricated and weakly crosslinked for potential applications in colon-specific drug delivery. The effects of microsphere size, crosslinking density and electrostatic interactions between the drug and chitosan on drug release were studied, employing model drugs of different acidities. When the drug was basic, all chitosan spheres exhibited 100% release within 30 min. As the acidity of the drug increased, the release slowed down and depended on the crosslinking density and microsphere size. The release of weakly acidic drug was most suppressed for large spheres (35-38 microm), while the small spheres (23-25 microm) with higher crosslinking exhibited the most retention of highly acidic drug, indicating that they are a promising candidate for colon-specific delivery.